6 - 40 Meters

R8 MULTIBAND VERTICAL
HF Multiband Vertical Antenna
6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30, 40 Meter
Cushcraft is pleased to announce the introduction of the R8, it’s newest multiband
HF vertical antenna. This most contemporary of multiband vertical designs provides
8 band coverage encompassing the 6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30 and 40 meter bands.
Cushcraft has achieved a major breakthrough in the development of an HF
multiband vertical antenna that has been specifically designed for use with a tuner
and amplifier. As a result, the antenna more accurately addresses the needs of the
contemporary ham shack.
Multiband vertical antennas have always been complicated designs with components
as likely to be damaged by high levels of mismatched transmit power as the rigs they
are attached to. Before the use of tuners became widespread, the antenna was protected
by the same safety mechanisms that protected the rig. Now, the automatic power
reduction circuits of of the past have actually become a second layer of protective
circuitry. Although the auto-tuner provides the ham with a more versatile device as well
as protecting the rig’s components, the antenna is more vulnerable than ever. With the
press of a button, unmanageably high loads can be transmitted up to the antenna. The
result to the antenna can be catastrophic failure in some instances.
The R8 is the first multiband vertical designed for the rigors of contemporary operating
conditions. Although the antenna is best operated within it’s 2.0:1 VSWR bandwidth,
it can sustain a 3.0:1 VSWR mismatch at full power for typical operating intervals. Now
the ham can take full advantage of the versatility that a tuner used in conjunction with
a multiband HF vertical antenna can give him.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATIC BAND CHANGING
SLIM, LOW PROFILE SILHOUETTE

R8's Rugged Design
Generous use of stainless
steel machine screws
guarantees base integrity
Dual plate IG rod mount
allows for easy assembly
of ground components

SPECIFICATIONS

R8

Frequency, meters
Gain, dBi
VSWR 2:1 bandwidth, KHz

6,10,12,15,17,20,30,40
3
40m (150)
30m (>50)
20m (>350)
17m (>100)
15m (>450)
12m (>100)
10m (>1500)
6m (>1500)
1.3:1
1500
16
360
28.5 max. (8.7)
80 mph
23 (10.5)

VSWR at resonance (typical)
Power Rating, Watts CW
Vertical Radiation angle, deg.
Horizontal rad, deg.
Height, ft(m)
Wind survival
Weight, lb. (kg)

Plate interfaced mounting
system uses aluminum
components and stainless
steel hardware

Even if you aren't using a tuner and
amplifier, you will appreciate this
antenna's rugged, heavy duty
components. The R8 is easy to assemble
and is built to provide years of trouble free
service and satisfaction.
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R8 Matching Network
Matching
Broadband
matching
transformer
maintains low
VSWR at feed
point

RF choke
effectively DC
grounds the
radiator to help
prevent static
electricity from
entering your
shack

Coaxial balun is
employed to
keep RF off from
the exterior of
your feedline

High strength,
high power, low
dielectric PC
board material
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All stainless steel Moisture
hardware
release vent
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